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- - 
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E. IIUBRAT, IB, AND ToEN F. MURRAT, EXECUToBs oF sAID TEomAs E. ?IUBBAT, 
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SUPEREIEATER, OR, TEIR IIRX? 

Appication fied Iay 8, 1924. serial Ro. 711753. 
In certain prewious applicatigs (Seal 

No. 642725, filed June 1,1923 and Serial No. 
678443, filed Degember 4, 1923) forpaten II have describgdtleuseorboilersandsila 
apparatus of tubes with fins or longitudinal 
fianges and have descried numeos Ways 
in which such fins could be applied to the 
tubes. ···· 
In the presentinventiontubes of thischar 

acter areemployed in a special arrangement 
which is particularly adapted to the super 
leating of steam, ad is also adapted to heating fuids generally. The accompanying 
drawings illustrate more or less diagram 
Imatically an embodiment oftheinvention. 

Eig. 1 is a perspective view of part of a 
superheater with the outer shell in section; 

Eig. 2is a cross-section of the same; 
Hig. 3 is a longitudinal section through 

part of a logogotive boler illustrating an 
application of the invention to a, locomotive 
Superheater; - - 

Hig.4 is a perspective sectional view of a 
detail of Fig. 3; -- 

Hig 5, is a similar view illustrating a 
Imodification; Ig, 6is aligngitudinal section illustrating 
another modification; 
Fig. 7 is a cross-section of IFig. 6 on the 

line 7-7. - 
Hig. 8is a similar cross-sectionillustrating 

a Odification in the shape of the fins. 
. Referringto the embodiment of the inven 
tion illustrated in Rig. 1, the heating gases 
Pss through a tubular shell 1 whichimay be 
of sheet metal. The steam passes through a 
tube_2 Which is arranged in two or more 

lengths Connected at one end by a 
end 3 so tat the steam passes throughthe 

Completettlbe from one end to the other. 
e straight Portions of the tubeare pro 

wided With longitudinal flanges 3,4, 5,6,7 
and 8 on the outside whicharewelded at 
heir inner edges to the tube as at 9. "The 

fianges may be constructed and fastened to 
the tubes in various other ways. Hor greae eficiency, I propose to make 
fianges of diferent widths and of such sizes 
asto 9ccupy as gch of the space within the shel1 asispossible withoutiterferingwith 

each other or to greatily diminish the area, 
for the passage of the heating gases. Thus 
the fianges 34 and 5 eXtend approximately 
to the outer shell, and the fianges 6 and 7 as faraspossiblewithoutinterference. Bythis 
Provision the heating surface provided is 
Very inugh greaterthan that of thelengths of 
tubingalone. Infact, in the caseilustrated 
the total heating surface is greater than 
Wold be that of four lengths of tubing as 
ordinarily arranged within such a shell for 
Supertheaters. - 

Higs, 3 and 4 show the invention in a 
sightlymodified form, applied to a locomo 
tive boiler. In the upper part of the boiler 
shel 10 there is a drum 11 in which is locat 
ed the inle end of the pipe 12.which passes 
throtigh a head 13 to asteam chest 14 The 
usual Connections are arranged in thischest 
so.that the steam Passes out to superheater 
tubes 15 and back by superheatertubes 16 
to the chest and therce out through a pipe 17 t0 the engine. he heating gases pass 
through the usual boiler tubes 18whichare 
surrounded by Water,thesepipeshavingopen 
ends mounted in the heads 13 and 19 The 
superheatertubes arelocated in the Imain fire 
tbes 8. Various arrangements may be em 
Ployed, such_s that shown in Fig. i for ex 
ample..In Fig. 3 I have shownTheadmis 
sion tube 15 of the superheater passin 
through one of the fire tubes fromend to en 
Id Commnicatigby bends and a coupling 

20 at the forward end with the outlet"tube 16 of the supeheate which passes through 
another fire tube 18 in the reverse direction. 
he tubes, 15 and 16 are both provided with 

fins 21 Which are of uniform width and ex 
tend approimately to the surrounding tube 
18 so as to be most eficiently exposedio the 
0t gases and to transmit the heat thereof to 

the Supertheater tubes. , ? 
Instead ofusingtwo separatetubes 15and 

16 Coupled together as in Fig, 4, a single tube 
Imay be used as in Fig. 5 formed in two lengths 22 continuousilyconnected by a bend 
23 and formed with fianges 24 which also 
exend Continuously around the bend. . 

Fig. 6illustrates a form of the invention 
in which one of the tubes 25 of the super 
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heateris a plaintubelocated within the other 
26, the latter being provided with fins 27 and 
fitting within the boiler tube 18. The outer 
tube 26 of the superheater has its free end 
closed, and the inner tube 25 has its free 
end open. IEither of these tubes may be the 
inlet branch and the other the outlet branch 
of the superheater. Assumingthat the Steam 
enters through the tube 25 it Will pass out 
of the end of the latter into the free end of 
the surrounding tube 26 and back by Way of 
the annular space between the tube and the 
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pipe 28which conducts steam to the entrance. 
The area, of the several fins should bear 

a determined relation to the area (or diam 
eter) of the pipe and to the amount of Work 
that the element is designed to do, that is, 
the quantity of heat which itistoreceive and 
Condiuct to the steam. The area of the fins 

. should beat least equal to that of the pipe. 
For example, a two inch Dipe Will have a 
circumference of a little Oversixinches. On 

, such a pipe if there are two fins each shold 
be one and one-half inches Wide so that, as 
suming both faces of the fins eXposed, the 
total area of the fins Would beabout the same 
as that of the tube. 
For certainty in conducting the heat to the 

ttibe, the joint should be fully equal to the 
thickness of the fin. To Imake sure that this 
isso, it is preferable to have the joint ac 
tually wider than the average thickness of theffm. Thismaybe accomplished as shown 
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in Fig. 8 by using fins 29) which are tapered . 
in thickness. Thuls, in spite of any accidental 
imperfections in the welding, there will be 
a stificient area of continulols Imetalic Con 
nection to equal the average thickness of the 
fin. Or the Connection Imight be Imade in Wa 
1ious other Ways. 
At the points where the superheater Ipasses 

out of one boiler tube and into the Inext, it 
"is exposed to a considerable eXtent to the di 
rectradiant heat from the fire bed, and is 
generally subjected to a more intense heat 
than in the lengths which areenclosed with 
in the boiler tumbes. For the exp0sed bends, 
therefore, it is advisable to use a metal with 
a greater resistance to oxidation in high ten 
perature, orto coat the tube with one of many 
Goatings which are known to resist rusting 
under such circumstances. 
Though I have described with great par 

ticularity of detail certain emabodiments of 
my invention, yet it is Inot to be understood 
therefrom that the invention is Irestricted to 
theparticularembodiments disclosed. Vari 
ous modifications may be Imade by those 
skilled in the art without departure from the 
invention as defined in the folowing Claim. 
What I claimis:- - 
A superheater comprising an outer shel 

through which the heatinggasespassandtub 
ing eccentrically located therein having 
fianges extending along the outersides to in 

2 1,838,105 

Crease the heating surface, Said fiangesbeing 
of varying widths and Some at least of them 
extendingsubstantiallytotheoutershell,Said 
outershell confiningthegasestointimate con 
tact with Said flanges. 
In witness whereof, Ilhave hereuntosigmed 

Iny Iname. 
THOMAS IE. MTURRAY 
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